
In Muslim society, the AZAN call holds significant importance 

as it signals the designated prayer times for devotees. 

Occurring five times a day, the accuracy of the AZAN timing 

is crucial. Currently, the common method involves assigning 

a staff member as the timekeeper. When the prayer time 

arrives, this individual must leave their desk, proceed to 

the control room, operate the PA System panels, trigger a 

message player for the AZAN call, stop the message, reset 

the PA system panel zones, and then return to their desk.

However, several issues arise with this approach. Firstly, 

the assigned staff may not be available on a given day. 

Secondly, they might be occupied with work or meetings, 

potentially missing the correct timing. Thirdly, the manual 

nature of this task consumes the staff’s time and may hinder 

their office efficiency. Additionally, reliance on the staff 

member’s watch or phone app can lead to inaccuracies in 

timing.

To address these challenges, AEX SYSTEM’s Nebulax Series 

Azan Box offers a solution. This cloud-based system is fully 

automated, eliminating the need for human intervention. 

The timing is precise, synchronized with the world atomic 

clock, ensuring 100% accuracy. The system calculates 

prayer times based on geographical location, providing a 

reliable alternative to the current manual method.

The Nebulax Series Azan Box is applicable in various settings, 

including government offices, public buildings (such as JPJ 

and libraries), government hospitals, Urban Transformation 

Centers (UTC), and markets. Its cloud-based nature ensures 

continuous real-time updates and accuracy, irrespective of 

the user’s location, surpassing the limitations of traditional 

wall clocks that may experience timing drift over time.

ANS 601 AEX Cloud Connection Unit - AZAN

• 5 times a day Azan Reminder 

• Just Plug & Play

• Pre-azan notification 

• World wide time zone

• Easy to configure

• Programs & data stored in Cloud

• Accurate Timing
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AZANBOX Azan Service Management

Technical Specification

ANS 601

Audio Output 1 no. 0 dB Mono Balanced (panel feedthrough)

Frequency Response 20 Hz ~ 20 kHz

Messages 3 pre-recorded messages (Subuh, Asar, pre-call reminder)

Audio Decoding Formats MP3

Controls 1 no. Control Out

Networking 10/100 Mbit Ethernet

Application Interface VectusNet Platform

Power Requirement 24 Vdc, 1 A Power Adaptor

Material & Finish ABS Black

Dimensions 169 x 51.6 x 124 mm (W x H x D)

Available on

GET IT ONGET IT ON

Seamlessly connect and control your ANS 601 Azan Box from 

your mobile device. The Azanbox App brings convenience 

and precision to your prayer time management, ensuring 

that you never miss the time.

Easy to Manage: With a user-friendly interface and intuitive 

controls, the Azanbox App makes managing your prayer 

times a breeze. Customize your Azan settings and prayer time 

notifications with ease, all from the palm of your hand.

Seamless Connection: Experience a smooth and 

uninterrupted connection to your ANS 601 Azan Box. The 

app guarantees precise prayer time notifications.

Stay Up to Date: Our Azanbox App ensures you stay informed 

and up-to-date with the latest prayer times. It synchronizes 

with the world atomic clock, providing you with the most 

accurate and reliable prayer time information, no matter 

where you are.

Worry-Free, One-Time Setup: Set up your prayer time 

preferences once, and the Azanbox App takes care of the 

rest. You can enjoy a worry-free experience, as the app 

manages your prayer times effortlessly. Simply set it and 

forget it.


